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About This Document
Network slicing is one of the landmark technologies that differentiate 5G from 4G. It is fundamental for 5G to enable
the digital transformation in thousands of industries. Therefore, it empowers business to business (B2B) services. For 5G
B2B services, 2020 will be the year for their commercial use is launched in China, promoted by the freezing of E2E
networking slicing standards by China Communications Standards Association (CCSA) and 3GPP R16 standards as well
as the construction of the 5G Standalone (SA) network for three major carriers in China. B2B services greatly differ
from business to consumer (B2C) services in that they require a deterministic network to ensure service quality in terms
of latency, jitter, and packet loss rate (PLR). 5G Deterministic Networking (5GDN) focuses on three typical 5G use
cases: enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC), and Massive
Machine-Type Communications (mMTC). It fully utilizes network slicing and Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
technologies to meet the core requirements of the electric power industry for service availability, security, reliability,
and management, providing new ubiquitous, ﬂexible, and high-quality technologies at a low cost for terminal access
networks of the power communication system. These technologies enable the electric power industry to be the ﬁrst
wave to experience the commercial use of 5G B2B services.
To this end, the 5G Deterministic Networking Alliance (5GDNA) Energy Internet Group released this white paper with
the E2E industry chain, encompassing grid corporations, electric power terminal providers, application providers, system
integrators, telecom carriers, as well as network equipment providers. This paper aims to unify the industry consensus
and provide a baseline for the requirements of the electric power industry for 5GDN. It also provides guidance for
telecom carriers on preparing network capabilities in advance, making joint efforts to accelerate the commercial use of
5G smart grids.
This document is one of a series of industry-speciﬁc white papers for 5GDN Industry White Paper, and is based on the
3D model (differentiated capabilities, dedicated network, and DIY operation) of 5GDN. It describes how 5GDN enables
transformation of the smart grid and energy Internet industries through detailed, quantitative interpretation and
analysis of the key requirements of smart grids for 5GDN by using speciﬁc cases, introducing the key technologies and
solutions required to meet these industry requirements, as well as showing the results of the ﬁeld Proof of Concept
(PoC) test.
5GDN@smart grid
= 5GDN differentiated network (deterministic bandwidth+latency+jitter+continuous PLR+clock synchronization+channel availability+non-IP transmission)
+5GDN dedicated network (isolation+security)
+5GDN DIY operation (slicing self-service+smart grid-dedicated MEC self-service)
5GDN@smart grid = virtual private network for the 5G electric power industry based on network slicing and MEC
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5GDN@Smart Grid: Insights into Industry
Requirements
1.1 Industry Digital Transformation Requires Differentiated, Dedicated, and DIY Network Services
An analysis of over 100 applications in more than 10 industries shows that the requirements for industry digital
transformation using 5G networks can be divided into three dimensions: differentiated networks with orchestratable
capabilities, dedicated networks with guaranteed data security, and self-service (DIY) networks with automated
management.
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Figure 1-1 3D dimensions of network SLA for industry digital transformation (source: 5GDN Industry White Paper)

Differentiated networks are crucial for industry digital transformation. Unlike mass consumers who have common
requirements, industries have a diverse set of requirements. For example, to perform remote metering, a huge network
connection density is more required than high bandwidth and low latency. Services such as telemedicine and autonomous driving, however, require low latency (within a deterministic range) as well as high security, and high reliability.
The magnitude of these 5G capabilities can be hard to appreciate, but, as an example, to reach a reliability rate of
99.9999%, an annual fault time of just several seconds is acceptable. Previous generations of mobile technologies
focused more on having higher bandwidth, but 5G revolutionizes the industry by providing multi-dimensional network
capabilities while guaranteeing the optimal experience.
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Dedicated networks securely isolate data and protect data privacy, which is a common requirement of global industries. Network security, roles and domain-speciﬁc management, resource isolation, as well as data and signaling
security are requirements of industrial Internet and smart grid applications. Campus-limited access to production data
and user data is common requirement that demands dedicated virtual isolation networks.
Self-service (DIY) networks are indispensable for enabling agile innovation in the industry. Industry users need to be
able to customize, design, and tailor their networks to meet ever-changing service requirements. For instance, a campus
Internet of Things (IoT) service user needs to orchestrate, schedule, and manage IoT network service parameters to
ﬂexibly deploy networks and applications, as well as to add or delete devices.
The core asset for carriers to promote digital transformation in industries is a 5GDN built based on the aforementioned
three dimensions. The 5GDN, with its guaranteed Service Level Agreements (SLAs), would be used not only for markets
with less-rigid SLA requirements, but also for market segments with the strictest requirements and largest potential
revenue, such as industrial automation and energy Internet.

1.2 Electric Power Industry Is One of the Most Representative Industries for 5GDN
In 2019, 5GDN was piloted in many regions around the world, particularly in the Chinese market, where carriers,
industry vendors, telecom equipment providers, and the communication service industry have worked closely together
and conducted research in many ﬁelds and achieved remarkable results. These achievements demonstrate the feasibility and business value of 5GDN applications in many industries.
The following table describes the applications of 5GDN in smart port, smart grid, smart manufacturing, and AR/VR. The
table shows that the smart grid has been one of the most typical 5GDN applications, in terms of its requirements for
differentiated, dedicated, and DIY networks.

5GDN Dimension

Smart Port

Smart Grid

Smart Manufacturing

AR/VR

Differentiated Capabilities
Dedicated Network
DIY Operation
Highly-relevant

Somewhat-relevant

Slightly-relevant

Table 1-1 5GDN relevance to typical industries (source: 5GDN Industry White Paper)

1.2.1 Overall Requirements for 5GDN in Typical Electric Power Scenarios
The electric power industry covers power production, transmission, transformation, distribution, and consumption.
Driven by IoT, the industry is seeking a more advanced, reliable, and efficient wireless communications technology.
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Over years of construction, optical ﬁbers have been deployed to 110 kV or higher substations and large power plants.
For power transformation: Optical ﬁbers enable stable running of related control services, such as dispatching calls,
line protection, security & stability control, automatic EMS, and electricity metering. However, the development of
power IoT and smart grids has made it necessary to introduce a more reliable wireless communications network as the
following new services, featuring high bandwidth, reliability, and mobility, make their way into power transformation:
Video surveillance for transmission lines, electric power tunnels, and substation environments
Robotic inspection of substations
Mobile operation and inspection
Multimedia and IoT services used for production, security supervision, marketing, and materials
For power distribution and consumption: Constructing a visible, manageable, and controllable ﬁber-optic network is
both costly and difficult, because optical ﬁbers must cover many facilities distributed over large geographical areas.
As services such as automated power distribution, low-voltage centralized metering, distributed energy access, and user
interaction develop rapidly, there has been an explosive increase in communications demands from power grid devices,
electric power terminals, and power consumers. Conventional ﬁber-optic networks are expensive to construct and
time-consuming to provision, making it impossible to provide efficient and ﬂexible WAN access. In addition, mobile
services such as robotic inspection of substations and UAV inspection of power transmission and distribution lines pose
rigid requirements on wireless communications.
In short, the power industry urgently needs an access network that delivers secure, trustworthy, ﬂexible, and real-time
interactive communications using advanced, reliable, stable, and efficient communications technologies.
Based on electric power service characteristics, 5GDN is suitable for communications in the following ﬁelds:
Power distribution and consumption, with extensive coverage and numerous facilities
Based on the security principles "secure partitioning, private networks, horizontal isolation, and vertical authentication", the two ﬁelds can be further divided into:
−Production control area (security area I)
−Production non-control area (security area II)
−Management information area
Power production and transformation, with limited coverage
From the perspective of communications network construction, the two ﬁelds can be further divided into:
Independent local campuses
Each local campus has different production control areas and management information areas. Its service data is
processed locally, implementing security isolation.
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Services in different areas have different requirements for differentiated, dedicated, and DIY networks, as shown in
Figure 2-2. A larger number in the ﬁgure indicates higher requirements, and 0 indicates no requirements.

Differentiated
10
8
6
4
2
0

DIY

Dedicated

Power production control area (security area I)

Production non-control area (security area II)

Management information area

Local campus

Figure 1-2 R equirements of different service areas for 5GDN

The following describes the above mentioned four service areas:
Production control area (security area I) plays an important role in power generation. It monitors the primary
power system in real time and is mainly responsible for differential protection on power distribution networks,
intelligent distributed FA, precise load control, and distributed energy control. Services in this area require high
network performance (such as low latency and jitter), security isolation, and self-service control, creating the need
for dedicated networks and self-services. Legacy 2G/3G/4G networks cannot meet these requirements.
Production non-control area (security area II) plays an essential role in power generation. It runs online and mainly
involves advanced metering infrastructure and distribution PMUs, as well as comprehensive self-networking
applications in emergency sites. Because this area does not provide any control services, it has lower requirements
for differentiated networks than the production control area (security area I). However, because it serves power
production, this area has high requirements for security isolation and self-service control.
Management information area manages electric power activities. It mainly involves robotic inspection of substations, UAV inspection of transmission lines, comprehensive video surveillance for power distribution rooms, and
control over mobile onsite constructions. For video transmission, this area requires higher bandwidth than 4G
networks offer. It also requires high-performance self-services, for activity management, without posing high
requirements for dedicated networks.
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Local campus provides locally processed services. It can be a convertor substation, pumped storage plant, or new
energy plant (such as PV, solar, or wind), covering both indoor and outdoor facilities. This area has wide coverage
and complex service types, and must provide in-depth coverage while also supporting numerous new-energy
sensors, intelligent inspection, intelligent detection and closed-loop optimization, and O&M assistance. Service
traffic is offloaded inside substations, power plants, or nearby district- or county-level patrol centers, rather than
ﬂowing to the public network. This poses high requirements for dedicated networks, and diverse services in this
area may require differentiated networks.
1.2.2 Insights into Requirements for Differentiated 5GDN
Differentiated networks are tailored to fulﬁll diverse service requirements on constant uplink traffic bearing capacity,
latency, jitter, PLR, synchronous timing, channel availability, and non-IP transmission of electric power applications.
Figure 2-3 illustrates such requirements of three services in the product control areas, namely, differential protection on
power distribution networks, intelligent distributed FA, and distribution PMUs.
Differential protection is performed to locate and isolate faults based on the difference between input and output
currents.
Intelligent distributed FA implements automatic fault isolation and power recovery in non-fault areas through
inter-DTU coordination.
Distribution PMUs are deployed across a power distribution network to measure network indicators, helping
monitoring the network in real time.
Production control areas have the highest requirements for differentiated networks, meaning that differentiated
5GDN designed for these areas can also theoretically be used for other areas. Furthermore, because the requirements for differentiated networks are higher in the electric power industry than in other industries, differentiated 5GDN proven to satisfy power industry requirements can be promoted in other industries.
Continuous uplink bandwidth
10
8

Channel availability

6

Latency

4
2
0

Jitter

Timing accuracy

Packet loss
Differentiated protection

PMU

Intelligent distributed FA

Figure 1-3 Re quirements of the three services for differentiated networks
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1.2.2.1 Constant Uplink Traffic Bearing CapacityC
Typical services that generate constant uplink traffic include differential protection on power distribution networks and
distribution PMUs.
For example, during differential protection, each protection terminal sends its electrical measurement data to and
receives data from the peer end through a communications channel. The terminal then compares the sent and received
data to determine whether a fault has occurred in a protected area and whether to isolate this fault. Typically, a
protection terminal collects data at a frequency of 1200 Hz and sends up to 245 bytes of data every 0.833 ms, which
requires a bandwidth of 2.36 Mbit/s. Because a power distribution network is susceptible to random faults, differentiated protection terminals transmit data in real time to promptly detect and locate faults. This generates constant uplink
traffic (up to 886 GB DOU per terminal), and the network must be capable of bearing such high traffic.

Bandwidth

886 GB

DOU

2.36 Mbps
33 GB
1.47 Kbps

Differentiated protection

PMU

Figure 1-4 Continuous uplink traffic

1.2.2.2 Network Latency and Jitter in Milliseconds
For an electric power service: Network latency = Service execution duration – Service processing duration, where:
The service execution duration depends on service requirements, and the service processing duration depends on
equipped hardware devices.
If a service has a ﬁxed execution duration, its network communication latency is closely related to its service processing
duration. A shorter latency translates into more time being available for service processing, so minimizing network
latency is essential to provide more margin for applications.
For differential protection on power distribution networks, different hardware devices have different service processing
durations. Typically, a service processing duration includes:
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Sampling processing time
It refers to a processing latency (about 1–3 ms) of a conversion interface device between the protection device
and the communications device. To avoid incorrect protection actions caused by random errors, a comprehensive
judgment is generally performed at ﬁve consecutive sampling points, which takes about 3 ms.
Logic judgment time
Egress relay action time
It refers to the duration (about 5 ms) from when the relay receives signals to when the power distribution switch
trips.
Switch trip time
Because differential protection services are new, the requirements for their execution durations are currently unclear. At
present, the best way to determine the durations is to follow the technical speciﬁcations of differential protection for
the main grid and those of common protection for distribution grids.ic.

Network Latency

Service Execution
Duration

Service Processing
业务处理时间
Duration

Technical speciﬁcations
of differential protection
for the main grid

Transmission
latency

or
Technical speciﬁcations
for common protection
for distribution grids

Network jitter

Sampling
processing time
Logic
judgment time
Egress relay
action time
Switch
trip time

Figure 1-5 Total operation time for differential protection

1.2.2.2.1 Technical Speciﬁcations of Differential Protection for the Main Grid
According to the technical speciﬁcations:
Differential protection duration for the main grid ≤ 25 ms, if differential current ≥ Twice the preset value
Differential protection duration for the main grid ≤ 30 ms, if differential current > 1.2 times the preset value
The protection duration includes the sampling processing time, logic judgment time, and egress relay time, without the
switch trip time. If the differential protection duration is less than or equal to 25 ms, the network latency must be less
than or equal to 15 ms.
1.2.2.2.2 Technical Speciﬁcations of Common Protection for Distribution Grids
In differentiated protection scenarios: Common protection service processing duration (including the switch trip time) ≤
100 ms.
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Because a distribution automation system has numerous cascaded switches, the time for both differential protection at
line ends and egress protection at substation lines must be taken into account. With regard to egress protection, the
maximum service execution duration reserved for the distribution automation system to isolate faults is 300 ms. To
narrow down power outage coverage and prevent failures of switch operations, a fault in the downstream of a switch
must be isolated within 150 ms. That is, the service execution duration is 150 ms. Then:
Actual service execution duration ≤ 120 ms, with a certain margin reserved
Network latency = Service execution duration (120 ms) – Service processing duration (100 ms) = 20 ms
Actual network latency ≤ 15 ms, with a certain margin reserved
In intelligent distributed FA scenarios, if a fault occurs on a power distribution network, the switch controller in the
upstream of the fault point generates and transmits GOOSE signals to the upstream and downstream DTUs. Each DTU
compares the GOOSE signals with the overcurrent signals of the current level, identiﬁes the fault range, and then
isolates the fault, implementing automatic power recovery in non-fault areas. Figure 2-6 shows the latency in the entire
process.

Interphase short circuit
fault on the power
distribution network

DTU

DTU

Collection of
overcurrent signals;
Generation of
GOOSE signals;
Comparison of signals

Collection of
overcurrent signals;
Generation of GOOSE
signals;Comparison
of signals

Signal collection
1 ms

Communication transmission
X ms

GOOSE signal generation
5 ms

Switch trips on both
sides of the fault point

Trip signal generation
1 ms

Signal comparison
10 ms

Circuit breaker trip
50 ms

Egress relay action
5 ms

Figure 1-6 Total action time of intelligent distributed FA

To prevent power supplies from being intermittently interrupted, the whole FA process must be complete within 100
ms. Therefore:
Network latency ≤ Total action time (100 ms) – Signal collection time (1 ms) – GOOSE signal generation time (5 ms) –
Signal comparison time (10 ms) – Trip signal generation time (1 ms) – Egress relay action time (5 ms) – Circuit breaker
trip time (50 ms) = 28 ms.
5G transmission jitter is generally in milliseconds. There are currently no other clear requirements. 5G jitter-related
problems can be resolved by means of message buffer and application-layer fault tolerance design. Smaller 5GDN jitter
can lower buffer costs and simplify fault tolerance design.
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1.2.2.3 Packet Loss Rate
Packet loss occurs when one or more packets of data traveling across a network fail to reach their destination within
the speciﬁed time. Services may experience interruptions if packets are frequently lost. Using differential protection for
distribution networks as an example, if a protection terminal fails to receive packets from the peer end for three
consecutive intervals, the terminal determines that the line is faulty. The logic module of differential protection is then
disabled to provide blocking protection. This ensures that services can run reliably. At the same time, an alarm signal of
the differential protection block is generated and reported to the distribution master station. After communication is
restored and data is transmitted as normal for more than 40 ms, the differential protection logic module is enabled and
differential protection is unlocked. A contact signal of the differential protection block is generated and reported to the
master station. To ensure that differential protection services continue to run, no more than three consecutive packet
losses are acceptable.
1.2.2.4 Clock Synchronization in Microseconds
Devices in the electric power system, such as the PMUs, protection terminals, and DTUs, have built-in clocks. However,
the clocks are rarely synchronized due to different initial values or clock timing inaccuracies. As a result, time deviation
occurs in the collected data, affecting the correct execution of electric power services. As shown in Figure 2-7, if the
clocks of differential protection terminals at both ends of the line in a distribution network are not synchronized, the
calculated differential current (IA－IB) is inaccurate. This will lead to inaccurate protection logic. Technologies such as
satellite time synchronization are required to synchronize the time of all devices across the entire network and the time
of collected data. For the power distribution network, 10 μs or less time synchronization accuracy is required for
differential protection, and 1 μs or less for PMUs.

Current at end B

Unsynchronized

IA －IB

t

Current at end A

Synchronized

IA －IB

t+Δt

t

Δt is the clock difference between terminals at ends A and B.

Figure 1-7 Clock synchronization for differential protection of power distribution networks
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1.2.2.5 Channel Availability of 99.99%
Channel availability is expressed as a percentage of the number of normal minutes to the total minutes in a year. It is a
major indicator can be understood by both electric power customers and carriers.
High channel availability is required for differential protection of power distribution networks. Real-time current
measurements are continuously sent from either end, and are used to determine faults. The availability of the communication channel determines whether differential protection will function properly. Electric power enterprises require
that the channel availability is greater than or equal to 99.9% within a determination period (ﬁve consecutive
samplings). Single channel availability is even higher at 99.99%. High channel availability (often 99.9%) is also required
for PMUs on distribution networks.

Sending End

Receiving End

Channel communication
availability ≥ 99.9% for
ﬁve consecutive times

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Single communication channel availability ≥ 99.9%

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Figure 1-8 Channel availability for differential protection of power distribution networks

1.2.2.6 Non-IP Transmission
IEC61850 GOOSE and SV are commonly used in electric power scenarios and communicate based on Layer 2 multicast
traffic. Different multicast groups require different multicast MAC addresses and VLANs. Currently, the multicast MAC
addresses and VLANs of different DTUs must be planned and manually conﬁgured using tools at the local end before
being put to use.
On a 5G network, the CPE, radio access network, and core network must support 5GLAN and multicast communication
based on VLANs and multicast MAC addresses. Messages carrying multicast MAC addresses in a VLAN need to be sent
simultaneously to all DTUs in the VLAN to simplify multicast communication. Inter-ring main unit (RMU) GOOSE/SV
messages need to be transmitted through the 5G network, but intra-RMU GOOSE/SV messages do not need to pass
through the CPE or 5G network.

Protocol

EtherType

Number of Valid MAC Addresses

COOSE

0x88B8

512

SV

0x88BA

512
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Intra-RMU multicast GOOSE/SV messages bypassing the 5G network
Inter-RMU multicast GOOSE/SV messages transmitted through the 5G network

RMU 1

RMU 2

RMU 3

Centralized DTUs
Goose:010CCD010001
SV:010CCD040001

Centralized DTUs
Goose:010ccd010001
SV:010CCD040001

Centralized DTUs
Goose:010ccd010001
SV:010CCD040001

dtu1

dtu3

dtu5

VIan10
Goose:010CCD010001
SV:010CCD040011

dtu2

VIan20
Goose:010CCD0100012
SV:010CCD040012

dtu4

VIan30
Goose:010CCD0100013
SV:010CCD040013

dtu6

VIan40
Goose:010CCD0100014
SV:010CCD040014

Figure 1-9 Non-IP transmission for power distribution network automation

1.2.3 Insights into Requirements for Dedicated 5GDN
As an essential industry that is the backbone for society, electric power requires a dedicated network to secure service
data which is based on an electric power supervisory system. The electric power supervisory system places importance
on secure partitioning, dedicated networks, horizontal isolation and vertical authentication.
Secure partitioning: An electric power supervisory system is divided into a production control area and a management information area.
Dedicated networks: The production control area of the electric power supervisory system should use independent
network devices on a dedicated channel. This security measure isolates the control area from other communication
networks and external public networks at the physical layer.
Horizontal isolation: A dedicated, horizontal, and unidirectional security isolation device should be deployed
between the production control area and the management information area to prohibit bidirectional common
network security service communication, such as HTTP and Telnet. The internal systems of the production control
area and the management information area should be logically isolated.
Vertical authentication: Vertical encryption and authentication devices or gateways and corresponding facilities
must be deployed at the vertical connection point between the production control area and WAN. Security protection applies to the network system and network-based electric power production control system. It focuses on the
border protection, improves the internal security protection capability, and ensures the security of the electric
power production control system and important data.
The electric power industry needs to make full use of the technical advantages of 5G to improve their operational
security. The 5G network can ﬂexibly carry various electric power services of the smart grid and ensure secure data
transmission. Terminal security, network device and channel security, and access area security are all important aspects
which can be addressed by dedicated 5G security architecture. Figure 2-10 shows the overall security protection architecture.
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Slice security
IP binding
Secure terminal access
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information
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application areas

Figure 1-10 Security protection architecture for a dedicated 5GDN

Terminal security refers to E2E security authentication. Chip-level encryption and authentication are required to
allow 5G terminals to access the secure access area. Access control and network attack detection are also required.
A dedicated security access platform is used to implement security functions at the intranet border. Security
functions include terminal validity authentication, data isolation and exchange, and encrypted transmissions from
wireless service terminals to the network border.
Channel security isolates different types of services from each other. This refers to data transmission of a dedicated
electric power network on a carrier network. Physical isolation must be implemented between services connected
to a production control area and a management information area. Logical isolation must be implemented between
different services offered by a management information area, and offered by a production control area.
Power slice security considers radio access network slices, transport network slices, and core network slices as part
of the security architecture. Slice management security and slice authorization security are also involved. Slice
management security includes attack defenses for the network slice controller and service conﬁguration management plane. Slice authorization security requires intra-slice authentication and authorization mechanisms to
prevent unauthorized users from accessing slice resources.
Access area security requires that a secure access area is set up when the service systems in the production control
area communicate with their terminals. Communication can take place through the radio access network, data
networks of electric power enterprises (a non-power data dispatching network), or a virtual private network (VPN)
of the external public data network. In addition, if the above terminals need to access the management information area, a dedicated secure access gateway is required.
The ﬂexible user plane deployment of the MEC solution enables services to be deployed near base stations, expanding
the network boundary, while also making it harder to prevent intrusion and data theft caused by unauthorized terminal
accesses on the electric power service system. On the other hand, service data can be processed locally, improving
service security. Therefore, during MEC application deployment, real-time monitoring on the service type, running
status, and security of the MEC is required to resolve potential security problems.
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1.2.4 Insights into Requirements for DIY 5GDN
The requirements of electric power enterprises for a self-service (DIY) 5GDN are mainly reﬂected in E2E slicing and
dedicated MEC for electric power.
1.2.4.1 E2E Slicing Self-service
To meet service security and operation monitoring requirements, electric power enterprises require the full-process
management capability of the 5G self-service network, as shown in Figure 2-11.

Tariff Management

1

Network slice customization

Network slice planning and subscription
2

3

Network slice service deployment

Network slice operations monitoring
4

Figure 1-11 Management requirements for a self-service 5GDN

Requirements of electric power enterprises for E2E slice management:
Network slice customization
To meet the differentiated requirements of electric power service types, carriers and electric power enterprises
should cooperate to customize and design power slice templates.
Network slice planning and subscription
Communication requirements of different types of electric power services need to be collected to determine the
service slice type, quantity, service area, slice capacity, bandwidth, and SLA requirements. In addition, services must
plan electric power network slices, form the network slice subscription list, and subscribe to required network slices
on the carrier's network capability exposure platform.
Network slice deployment
After purchasing service network slices, electric power enterprises can independently deploy services on the slices.
In addition, they can perform automatic service rollout/termination and adjustment, service terminal and card
management, and network resource allocation.
Network slice operations monitoring
Operations monitoring is required for subscribed electric power network slices to track the network status, locate
faults, and improve service experience. Electric power enterprises collect the service bandwidth, latency, and the
network resource status of the subscribed slices through the carrier capability exposure platform, and information
about communication terminals and service terminals, and use it for intelligent fault location. In addition, they can
proactively observe the experience of some of the services through dialing tests, to access the running status of
subscribed slices more comprehensively and objectively.
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Network slice tariff management
Electric power enterprises specify the tariff package models of slices, record and analyze the tariff ledgers, and
synchronize related tariff information with carriers for transparent consumption.
1.2.4.2 MEC Self-service
Considering the high security and isolation required for electric power services, a dedicated user plane needs to be
constructed using MEC for the electric power industry. This ensures that data is transmitted by dedicated VPNs rather
than a public network.
On the basis of E2E slice self-O&M and self-management, customers require a dedicated, visualized, manageable, and
controllable MEC network, providing functions including but not limited to:
Service visualization: KPI monitoring, such as the subscriber quantity and traffic volume
Network monitoring: failure notiﬁcation and alarm monitoring
Subscriber management: subscriber management in enclosed areas such as large power plants and substations
Application management: onboarding, termination, and status monitoring for enterprise applications
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5GDN@Smart Grid: Key Technical Solutions
5GDN uses network slicing to virtualize multiple industry private networks that are highly isolated and have their
resources allocated on demand. It also uses 5G MEC and 5G TSN to achieve lower latency and more deterministic
connections. Its usage of these features is the reason why it can effectively supplement the existing electric power
communication private network to resolve the bottlenecks and challenges faced by wireless communication services,
such as intelligent power distribution and inspection.
5GDN's differentiated network capabilities provide ultra-low latency, ultra-high precision synchronous timing, and high
reliability. Its dedicated networks meet the stringent security isolation requirements of the electric power industry's
virtual private network. Its DIY network capabilities can be exposed through northbound application programming
interfaces (APIs) to enable electric power customers to autonomously perform O&M and management to a speciﬁc
degree, such as network slicing KPI visualization and intra-slice user management. Therefore, the 5GDN-based differential protection solution for power distribution provides more efficient and ﬂexible access solutions with high security
and isolation in the electric power industry. It is less expensive to deploy and more efficient to provision than optical
ﬁber solutions.

2.1 5GDN@Smart Grid: Key Technologies Tailored to Requirements
5GDN covers ﬁve domains: radio access network (RAN), transport network (TN), core network (CN), security, and
management support, and the key technologies for these domains differ from each other. To meet the requirements of
the electric power industry for the 3D model, different technologies are combined and orchestrated. The following table
describes the mapping between key technologies and requirements for 5GDN.

Domain

Technology

Differentiated Capability
Latency
Bandwidth and Jitter
Y

Precise clock synchronization

RAN

TN

Super Uplink

Y

Flexible RAN isolation and scheduling

Y

Y

UL Grant-free

Y

Hard isolation

Y

Soft isolation

Y

Slice
MEC
self-O&M self-O&M

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

5G LAN

MEC for smart grid

Management
support

DIY Operation

Y

Y

CN isolation

Security

Dedicated Network

Clock
Channel
Non-IP
Synchronization Availability Transmission Isolation Security

Y

Non-slot low latency

Multi-channel redundancy transmission
CN

PLR

Y
Y

Y

5G electric power terminal security

Y

5G electric power network security

Y

E2E power grid slice self-management
Electric power MEC self-management

Table 2-1 Mapping between key technologies and requirements for 5GDN

Y
Y
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2.2 RAN Domain
2.2.1 Precise Timing and Clock Synchronization
5G networks implement microsecond-level high-precision timing and clock synchronization. This function meets the
high timing requirements of electric power services and indirectly reduces the strict requirements for network jitter.
Implementation of precise timing and clock synchronization includes the following three processes:
1. A base station obtains the clock source from its own GPS or BeiDou antennas, or from the TN based on the 1588V2
protocol. It is recommended that 5G networks use the GPS/BeiDou+1588V2 hybrid networking to implement backup
between satellite and terrestrial clock systems. This helps signiﬁcantly enhance the security and reliability of 5G timing
and clock synchronization.
2. With the high-precision timing and clock synchronization features in compliance with 3GPP Release 16, a 5G base
station broadcasts SIB9 over the air interface, or transmits SIB9 to 5G CPEs in unicast mode.
3. The 5G CPEs transmit clock information to electric power terminals through the IRIG-B code interface to implement
microsecond-level high-precision clock synchronization between electric power terminals.
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10 μs time synchronization architecture
includes 3 segments:
Main optical cable

Front-end processor

LTE core network

Transmission
equipment

Transmission
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3.The CPEs to the measurement and control
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Figure 2-1 5G precise timing and clock synchronization
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2.2.2 Super Uplink
In the electric power industry, Super Uplink is mainly used to meet uplink service requirements (in terms of coverage,
bandwidth, and latency). The electric power industry applications primarily involve data collection (in the uplink), which
feature the following three trends:
Structured to unstructured
entralized to distributed control, such as differential protection for power distribution networks (2 Mbit/s+), to
implement "video-like" real-time data transmission
Low to high data collection frequency, for example, an increase from per day or hour to per minute. Additionally,
some electric power services are provided in remote areas, and high frequency bands struggle to provide satisfactory coverage, thereby affecting latency and bandwidth.
Although the transmission rate of the 5GDN has increased, the uplink data rate and real-time scheduling remain
restricted because downlink services currently prevail. This can be seen from the slot conﬁguration over the air interface. For example, the 3.5 GHz frequency band uses 3:7 dual-period uplink-downlink slot conﬁguration, and the 2.6
GHz frequency band uses 2:8 single-period (5 ms) uplink-downlink slot conﬁguration. 5G needs to use a combination of
high-frequency TDD and low-frequency FDD to improve the uplink capability with the help of Dynamic Spectrum
Sharing. Currently, China Telecom leads the industry in the usage of Super Uplink in 3.5 GHz+2.1 GHz, and China
Mobile is planning to use 2.6 GHz+1.8 GHz to improve the uplink capability.
Super Uplink implements full-slot uplink scheduling using TDD+FDD, signiﬁcantly increasing uplink resources and
reducing the ACK/NACK feedback latency, as shown in the ﬁgure below.
Uplink slots: using 2.6 GHz/3.5 GHz for transmission
Downlink slots: using idle 1.8 GHz/2.1 GHz for data transmission to enable full-slot uplink scheduling

TDD uplink coverage
TDD downlink coverage

FDD uplink coverage

TDD

2.6G/3.5G

FDD

1.8G/2.1G
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Figure 2-2 Super Uplink
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2.2.3 Flexible RAN Isolation and Scheduling
5G network isolation and scheduling include QoS (5QI)-based scheduling and RB reservation. RB reservation is an
important function that distinguishes 5G from 4G. This function allows services to be scheduled based on different levels
of isolation and priorities for different electric power areas.
QoS-based scheduling: When resources are limited, service-speciﬁc scheduling provides differentiated service
quality, using factors such as the service scheduling weight, admission threshold, and queue management threshold. When resource preemption occurs, high-priority services can preferentially schedule air interface resources. If
resource congestion occurs, high-priority services may also be affected.
RB reservation: An RB over the air interface is the basic unit divided based on multiple orthogonal dimensions,
such as time, frequency, and space domains. Services and signaling are carried on RBs, which are scheduled by base
stations to improve usage of scarce resources, such as spectrum. In the 5G design, multiple slices can share the RBs
of a cell, and a certain number of RBs can also be reserved for a speciﬁed slice. This is a key function distinguishing
5G from 4G, and is further classiﬁed into dynamic sharing and static reservation.
Dynamic sharing: RBs reserved for a speciﬁed slice can be reused by a different slice to a certain extent. When a slice
does not require reserved RBs, some or all of the reserved RBs can be used for the data transmission of a different slice.
When data transmission exists in the uplink and downlink, the required resources can be dynamically scheduled.
Static reservation: RBs reserved for a speciﬁed slice cannot be allocated to a different slice, and sufficient available
resources must always be ensured. This mode is recommended because power grids pose high requirements on latency
and reliability.
Spectrum Division and RB Reservation
RB

Slice 1

Slice 1
f

TTI

t
TTI: transmission time interval
RB: resource block (usually 360 kHz bandwidth)

Figure 2-3 RB reservation

According to the electric power industry's secure partitioning requirements, it is recommended that the physical isolation based on RB reservation be used for services in power production control areas, and the logical isolation based on
5QI-based scheduling be used for services in power management information areas.
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2.2.4 Non-Slot Shortens Uplink and Downlink Latency
Non-Slot uses a shorter transmission time interval (TTI) over the air interface during uplink and downlink data transmission in low-frequency TDD, shortening transmission wait time and enhancing transmission sensitivity. This function
improves retransmission efficiency and reduces transmission latency especially for small-packet services across the
electric power industry. As shown in the ﬁgure below, if scheduling is performed on a per slot basis, the downlink or
uplink needs to occupy a complete slot (14 symbols) for data transmission, and the TTI is 0.5 ms in this case. If
Non-Slot is enabled, using the downlink as an example, the TTI can be conﬁgured to occupy two, four, or seven
symbols. This way, the TTI can be reduced by 85% and the wait time is shortened. The uplink scheduling is similar.
DL Slot

Slot-based

Non-Slot

Downlink control channel
Downlink data channel

Figure 2-4 Non-Slot

2.2.5 UL Grant-free
UL Grant-free is an uplink data transmission mode introduced in the 3GPP Release 15. Unlike common uplink data
transmission, UL Grant-free UEs can send data within a speciﬁed period based on pre-conﬁgured resources, making this
function especially suitable for numerous periodic data collection services in the electric power ﬁeld.
If UEs have data to transmit, the pre-conﬁgured resources are used for transmission.
If UEs have no data to transmit, they do not need to send a null data packet on the PUSCH.
2.2.4 Non-Slot Shortens Uplink and Downlink Latency
Non-Slot uses a shorter transmission time interval (TTI) over the air interface during uplink and downlink data transmission in low-frequency TDD, shortening transmission wait time and enhancing transmission sensitivity. This function
improves retransmission efficiency and reduces transmission latency especially for small-packet services across the
electric power industry. As shown in the ﬁgure below, if scheduling is performed on a per slot basis, the downlink or
uplink needs to occupy a complete slot (14 symbols) for data transmission, and the TTI is 0.5 ms in this case. If
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Non-Slot is enabled, using the downlink as an example, the TTI can be conﬁgured to occupy two, four, or seven
symbols. This way, the TTI can be reduced by 85% and the wait time is shortened. The uplink scheduling is similar.

UL Grant-free reduces the uplink latency by ~50%.
BS

UE

UE

BS

Req

uRLLC Data

Grant

LTE

NR
“0” waiting time to tx when data comes

Figure 2-5 UL Grant-free

2.3 TN Domain
The mobile transport network between the RAN and CN is classiﬁed into hard isolation and soft isolation according to
the different requirements for slice security and reliability. These isolation technologies are subsequently used to satisfy
a diverse range of service isolation, latency, and reliability requirements during service transmission and bearing. Hard
isolation includes FlexE/MTN interface isolation and MTN cross-connect isolation, and soft isolation generally refers to
VPN+QoS isolation and scheduling. The former is mainly applied to isolate the power production control area, management information area, and public network, while soft isolation primarily isolates different services in the same area.
2.3.1 Hard Isolation Technology
1. FlexE/MTN interface isolation: This technology divides one physical Ethernet interface into multiple elastic Ethernet
hard pipes by leveraging timeslot scheduling. As a result, services are accessed based on timeslots at the network
interface layer, and Ethernet-based statistical multiplexing is performed on the same FlexE/MTN interface.

Client3@5*5G
Client1@4*5G

Client2@4*5G

Client2@4*5G

FlexE L1 switch

100GE
FlexE Interface

100GE#1
Client1@4*5G

Client3@5*5G
100GE#2

Figure 2-6 Schematic diagram of the FLEX cross-connect technology

100GE
FlexE Interface
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FlexE L1 channels use a ﬂattened cross-connect architecture with end-to-end hard pipes, and implement end-to-end
overhead monitoring (similar to SDH) for each FlexE channel. FLEX cross-connect technology adds FlexE shim layer
cross-connections to the original Ethernet frame structure. The FlexE shim layer utilizes the time division multiplexing
(TDM) distribution mechanism and distributes services of a physical Ethernet port to multiple sub-interfaces according
to timeslots. The sub-interfaces of different timeslots are strictly isolated to implement network slicing for different
services types. This technology eliminates IP forwarding processes such as framing, packet assembly, table lookup, and
buffering, in favor of directly cross-connecting services at the shim layer to achieve low-latency and low-jitter forwarding.
2. MTN cross-connect isolation: Based on the cross-connect technology of Ethernet 64/66B code blocks, TDM timeslot
isolation is implemented on interfaces and inside devices, achieving ultra-low latency forwarding and isolation. The
forwarding latency of a single hop ranges from 5 μs to 10 μs, which is substantially lower than that of traditional
packet switching devices. The FlexE/MTN interface isolation technology can be combined with the MTN cross-connect
isolation technology or packet forwarding technology for packet transmission, and QoS scheduling of each
2.3.2 Soft Isolation Technology
VPN+QoS isolation: This technology can logically isolate multiple services on a physical network. VPN+QoS soft isolation
cannot achieve hardware and timeslot-level isolation to a physical level.
Similarly, combined with the isolation requirements of electric power security areas, it is recommended that different
FlexE/MTN hard isolation channels be conﬁgured for the power production control area and management information
area to implement physical isolation between electric power areas and between electric power services and other
industry services. In addition, VPN+QoS isolation divides different soft isolation channels within each electric power area
to logically isolate services. For example, services of real-time control area I are isolated from those of non-real-time
control area II.

2.4 CN Domain
2.4.1 Multi-channel Redundancy Transmission
Two KPIs determine the reliability of the electric power industry:
Availability: indicates the normal running duration. For example, 99.999% availability indicates that a device breaks
down for less than 5 minutes per year.
PLR: measures the correct transmission ratio. For example, 99.999% means that only one error packet is found or
one packet is lost for every 100,000 packets sent.
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To achieve such high reliability within the electric power industry, electric power terminals must run stably, meeting the
availability standards for stable and continuous operation, and the PLR, latency, and jitter over communication links must
be controlled to ensure reliable transmission.
The deployment of two power grid networks is necessary to ensure such high reliability. The following ﬁgure shows the
transmission system or networking in millisecond-level precise load control. The main central nodes and processing nodes
are deployed using these two power grid networks to ensure geographic redundancy.
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A standard E2E dual-channel redundancy transmission solution enables a mobile communication network solution to
meet the dual-network requirements of the electric power industry, and is deﬁned in 3GPP Release 16 in terms of
availability. In contrast to traditional power grids using wired transmission, 5G network resources are controlled by the
CN, which allocates different PDU sessions for the same service and maps them to network resources from end-to-end.

gNB1

UPF1

Fixed
node

PDU Session 1
Host A RHF

UE

RHF

Host B

PDU Session 2
gNB2

UPF2

Fixed
node

Figure 2-8 Transmission standard

Two PDU sessions using separate DNNs and S-NSSAIs are established between a UE and a data network (DN). Application data is transmitted using the two PDU sessions, which offers geographic redundancy and improves E2E user plane
transmission reliability, while also supporting de-duplication or elimination of packets. This solution is primarily
controlled by the CN, which can create different 5G slices for session channels. In addition, as redundancy of 5G NR,
MEC, and transmission devices is required, applications must support redundant packet transmission protocols (for
example, TSN standard 802.1CB).
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Figure 2-9 Multi-channel redundancy transmission

2.4.2 5G LAN
A large number of non-IP services still exist in the industrial energy ﬁeld. For example, Goose/SV is used for intelligent
distributed power distribution automation. In the 5G LAN solution, deﬁned based on 3GPP R16, the CN, RAN, and
terminals all work together to forward industrial energy ﬁeld messages. The CN, which serves as the core of the 5G
LAN, manages 5G LAN groups and terminals in layer 2 broadcast groups, and implements layer 2 communication and
switching between terminals, while also supporting broadcast and multicast functions. Terminals, such as the CPE,
support Ethernet session creations.
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Figure 2-10 5G LAN
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2.4.3 CN Slicing
CNs can be sliced by resource or network with SLA guarantees. The resource view mainly shows the 5GC hardware
resource layer, virtual resource layer, and NF layer allocated for slice isolation while the networking view primarily
displays the isolation of switches or routers in the 5GC DCs. There are currently three technical slicing solutions for
service scenarios:
The fully shared mode is equivalent to the best-effort mode based on a single transmission path over 2G, 3G, or 4G
networks. This mode is used for standard public network consumer services and has no special requirements for
security isolation.
The partially shared mode achieves an optimal balance between security isolation and costs. Industry requirements
are taken into consideration and while most NFs are shared, a few are independently deployed. This mode meets
the network slice level requirements of most standard industries.
The fully independent mode is equivalent to building a complete industry-dedicated CN, resulting in optimal
security isolation but incurring highest construction and operation costs. As such, this mode is only used for special
industries that require ultra-high security isolation and are cost-insensitive.
The partially shared mode is recommended. Speciﬁcally, separate MEC user plane NFs (closely related to sessions) are
deployed in the production control area and the management information area, in addition, different logical slices are
divided in the MEC NFs of each region to meet service isolation requirements. However, the two areas share signaling
plane NFs, such as the SDM, PCF, NSSF, NRF, AMF and SMF, that are not closely (or not at all) related to sessions to
effectively reduce network usage costs.
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2.4.4 MEC for Power Grid
Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) extends the capabilities of connectivity and cloud computing by bringing it to the
network edge to process traffic locally, improving user experience. MEC helps reduce the service latency of power grids
and prevents important data from traversing the public network, improving data security and reducing transmission
bandwidth lease costs incurred from centralized processing on the cloud.
Connectivity: Traffic to or from power grids is distributed locally, as conﬁgured, in edge areas such as substations,
minimizing the need to transmit traffic to the CN for processing. In addition, data can be more rapidly transmitted over
the 5G air interface than on a 4G equivalent. Such beneﬁts serve to accelerate the wider use of 5G+MEC in the electric
power industry. For example, regarding power system differential protection, 5G+MEC can help accurately control the
service latency of power grid customers to within 15 ms, meeting the ultra-low latency requirements.
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Figure 2-11 Typical 5G+MEC application in power grids

Computing capability: In a 5G+MEC+edge substation application scenario, the traffic generated by terminals, such as
monitoring terminals, video surveillance cameras, inspection robots, and inspection drones in substations is directly
offloaded to the local MEC edge application servers for processing as conﬁgured on the carrier's CN. In this case, data is
collected, processed, and analyzed locally. For latency-insensitive services or those that need to be processed by the
electric power center, the services can be sent to the core node through the private line from the substation to the
provincial/municipal electric power center for aggregation and processing.

2.5 Security Domain
From the perspective of deterministic networking, the safeguarding of 5G applications on smart grids depends on both
terminal and network security. As a result, design of terminal functions for electric power enterprises is standardized for
terminal security, and carriers must propose reliable assurance solutions for network security.
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From the perspective of deterministic networking, the safeguarding of 5G applications on smart grids depends on both
terminal and network security. As a result, design of terminal functions for electric power enterprises is standardized for
terminal security, and carriers must propose reliable assurance solutions for network security.
2.5.1 Security Solution for 5G Electric Power Terminals
Access to electric power terminals, in addition to the terminals themselves, must be secured.
The following technical measures can be taken:
Add trusted computing for terminals. Terminals start up using a trusted root certiﬁcate to ensure the integrity of the
system and its applications. Ensuring that all security measures are taken and settings are conﬁgured enables the
system or software to run in a trusted state as planned.
Enhance protection of private data. For example, secure data that needs to be sent to external domains, and forbid
data that should not be sent to external domains. Encrypt sensitive data during transmission. In addition, private
data should be encrypted and stored.
Terminals accessing the network can be protected against attacks by using the following technical measures:
Enable mutual authentication and slice authentication to verify identities and prevent spooﬁng.
Bind terminal identities to USIM cards. A third-party AAA server should authenticate terminals a second time after
terminal access, preventing the USIM cards from being inserted into malicious terminals to attack the power grid or
abuse the USIM cards.
The following measures are dedicated to power grids:
Build security chips or TF cards in electric power terminals to bind them with terminals and prevent unauthorized
access.
Perform secondary authentication using a telecom network AAA server and an industry application AAA server to
further reduce the risk of malicious terminal attacks.
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2.5.2 Security Solution for 5G Power Grids
The network security solution enables the system to secure slices and ensures that terminals use slices securely.
Slice security mainly refers to secure isolation of resources between slices and security of communication between
NFs in a slice.
Speciﬁcally, TN resources and CN resources are isolated to prevent resource preemption between slices. This
approach also restricts slice faults or attacks to individual slices, preventing others from being impacted.
NFs (and terminals) communicate using NSSAIs which are mapped to NFs to prevent privilege escalation and
spooﬁng. TLS is used for mutual authentication and transmissions are encrypted. These functions can be enabled
or disabled for slice services based on speciﬁc site requirements.
Slice security measures include the conﬁdentiality and integrity protection of the air interface, encryption of the
data transmitted over the TN, and authentication and authorization of UEs by the CN.
On the (R)AN, conﬁdentiality and integrity protection on the control plane and conﬁdentiality protection on the
user plane must be enabled to ensure that private data is encrypted during transmission, and to prevent unauthorized sites from intercepting network data.
While IPsec can be used during data transmission on TNs, it will result in a deterioration of transmission performance. Carriers in China currently use self-built mobile and TNs, and IPsec is not recommended to strike a balance
between performance and security. Application-layer data is encrypted to ensure data security.
The standard authentication and authorization process is used. After a terminal accesses a slice using a 3GPP credential
(such as an NSSAI) and a user credential (such as a user ID), the AUSF performs uniﬁed authentication and
authorization. The AAA server in the power grid then performs secondary authentication. A standard multi-identity
authentication mechanism is used to meet the requirements of different slices in the electric power industry, preventing
unauthorized access to network slices.
To maintain slice data security on the campus LAN, you must conﬁgure policies to ensure that data is transmitted
within the campus. In addition, sensitive data in slices can be encrypted for local storage, and user data in slices must
be encrypted for transmission. Finally, access control policies must be conﬁgured to allow users to only access data in
their own slices, securing data isolation between slices.

3.6 Management Support Domain
The arrival of 5G slice services signiﬁcantly alters the contents (such as slice and MEC), counters (such as bandwidth,
latency, and core network resource usage), service processes (such as card-slice mapping), tariff mode (such as
charging by slice service), and subscription mode (such as online subscription and modiﬁcation) of services leased by
electric power enterprises. In this case, systematic support is needed to boost the management efficiency of slice
applications.
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3.6.1 E2E Power Grid Slice Self-Management
The application of 5G and slicing enables carriers to provide differentiated and customized network slice services. In the
power grid ﬁeld, enterprises are equipped with richer, more diversiﬁed, and more ﬂexible network slice self-management capabilities to support fast deployment and E2E monitoring of network slices.
Power grid slices consist of multiple self-management functions, as shown in Figure 3-12.

E2E power grid slice template design

Power grid slice self-management

Electric power service
model deﬁnition

Service model
communication
requirement analysis

Power grid service
slice subscription

Slice service
deployment and
management

Slice operation
monitoring

Tariff management

Figure 2-12 Power grid slice self-management

1.E2E power grid slice template design
Electric power enterprises and carriers agreed that the former will participate in the top-level design of power grid slice
templates. To overcome the diverse requirements that electric power enterprises have on different service types on the
basis of enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC), and Massive
Machine-Type Communications (mMTC) slices provided by carriers, power grid slices types are extended to satisfy the
requirements for secure isolation or independent management of different service types.
Network slices isolate power grid services that have different performance requirements or require independent
management, whereas services that do not have these requirements are differentiated by their QoS grade. For power
grid services that require high reliability, technologies such as hard pipes, and active/standby links can be used to
ensure that network slices are highly reliable. The mapping between power grid slice service types and slice templates
needs to be determined.

2.Electric power service model deﬁnition
Electric power service model deﬁnition aims to deﬁne the power grid slice service model and determine the service
types, scope, and objects. Service types, including control and collection services, are determined according to service
contents. Different service types require diversiﬁed communication counters, speciﬁcations, and security isolation
models. To be more speciﬁc, service scope refers to the areas covered by services, such as countries, cities, provinces,
and regions. Regional differences inevitably impact the deployment of power grid slice services. Service objects refer to
speciﬁc service users, such as decision makers, marketing personnel, and O&M personnel.
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3.Power grid slice communication requirement analysis
The service type, scope, and object deﬁne the KPI model required for power grid slice services. This model covers KPIs
involving the bandwidth, latency, number of connections, reliability, and security isolation. Then, the overall communication requirements of batch services to be applied for are analyzed and summarized by dimension. Finally, an overall
slice plan is prepared for services, which includes reusing, adding, or deleting a slice based on the summarized requirements and future service communication requirements, and the services in the submitted application are added to
relevant slices that form a slice subscription list.
4.Power grid service slice subscription
Once the service communication requirements have been deﬁned, electric power enterprises select slice types on
carriers' network capability exposure platforms and specify slice performance parameters, including the number of
connections, bandwidth, latency, and SLA, to implement slice subscription, modiﬁcation, and deletion.
5.Power grid slice service deployment and management
Electric power enterprises have the permission to deploy and manage slice services. Electric power enterprises can
independently deploy and adjust power grid slice services, including service rollout and suspension, service terminal and
card management, and network resource allocation. Electric power enterprises can select proper slices to cater for
security isolation and development of services. Electric power enterprises are permitted to deploy and manage slice
services, including service rollout and suspension, service terminal and card management, and network resource
allocation. Electric power enterprises can select proper slices to cater for security isolation and development of services.
6.Power grid slice operation monitoring
Electric power enterprises are able to monitor the running status of power grid slices, and can use carriers' network
capability exposure platforms to comprehensively monitor the running status, service isolation, and performance of
network slices, and report alarms in case of exceptions. Carriers can develop service applications to meet the speciﬁc
monitoring requirements of electric power enterprises on power grid slices, such as service terminal monitoring.
7.Tariff management
Tariff management helps electric power enterprises develop tariff models based on the business models of carriers, as
well as implement comprehensive and intelligent analysis of tariff ledgers to achieve tariff synchronization between
electric power enterprises and carriers, providing clear accounting and transparent charging.
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2.6.2 Electric Power MEC Self-Management
To meet industry requirements for MEC self-management, 5G networks will provide the following capabilities:
Service management: provides service provisioning, deployment, and life cycle management for electric power
enterprises.
Operation management: collects statistics regarding carriers' charging resources, manages internal resource
allocation, performs statistical analysis, and manages logs.
Resource management: manages service terminals and MEC devices, monitors platform performance status,
conﬁgures traffic distribution policies, allocates internal service network counters and capabilities, and manages
APIs.
O&M management: reports and locates fault alarm, monitors running status, and dynamically controls quality for
different services.
Self-management functions can be provided in either of the following ways:
Carriers provide portals for electric power enterprises.
By opening capabilities over northbound APIs, carriers can integrate these capabilities into their own comprehensive
management platforms for one-stop management.
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3.1 5G Smart Grid Use Case of CSG and China Mobile Shenzhen Branch
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Figure 3-1 Shenzhen 5G smart grid demonstration project

The 5G smart grid demonstration project in Shenzhen is the ﬁrst 5G smart grid project set up by China Southern Power
Grid (CSG) and China Mobile. The project demonstrates a number of 5G-based power grid slice services and is critical
for promoting the application of 5G in smart grids. The project test went as follows:
1.Construct differential protection and phasor measurement units (PMUs) for the distribution grid, and perform
engineering testing and veriﬁcation. The maximum E2E latency of differential protection is 11.65 ms, with an average
latency of 8.3 ms, and clock synchronization precision is less than 10 μs. The maximum latency for PMU is 13.7 ms, with
an average latency of 10.73 ms, and clock synchronization precision is less than 10 μs. This test demonstrated that the
5G network can effectively carry these services and meet 5GDN requirements.
2.Install 5G communication modules to construct an advanced metering service scenario with 110 service terminals
consisting of 100 three-phase power meters and 10 I-type concentrators. Engineering testing and veriﬁcation are
performed to achieve minute-level collection and freezing of key data in power meters. This test demonstrated that the
5G network can effectively carry advanced metering services for the distribution grid.
3.Deploy gNodeBs to construct typical information management scenarios such as emergency communication and
online monitoring of power grid devices, as well as perform engineering-based testing and veriﬁcation. 5GDN bandwidth can fulﬁll the service requirements and implement multi-channel real-time video backhaul. This test demonstrated that the 5G network can effectively carry information management services.
4.Construct isolated security tests for E2E network slices. Inject eMBB packets to test the slicing performance of the core
network and transport network. The average latency before and after packet injection is 0.98 ms and 1 ms, respectively.
On the transport network, the latency is less than 210 us (one-way latency of eMBB slice is greater than 5 ms), and no
packets were lost before and after packet injection. This test demonstrated that slice isolation securely isolates produc-
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production control I/II services from information management and public services, preventing interruption between slice
services, and is very suitable for power grid slice services.
5.Construct the industry's ﬁrst three-layer platform architecture of "NSMF platform+CSMF platform+power grid slice
industry core capability platform" that is oriented to slice operation, and build a CSMF and core capability platforms to
provision E2E slice resources in the power grid slice industry. Use the NSMF platform to provision E2E network slice
resources, while the CSMF platform is used to open and operate carriers' network slice resources, and the core capability
platform is used for slice subscription, monitoring and management of purchased slices.

3.2 5G Smart Grid Use Case of State Grid and China Telecom Qingdao Branch
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Figure 3-2 Qingdao Smart Grid demonstration project

1.Based on the requirements of the information network security protection solution and application model of 5G-based
power grid services, China Telecom, China Electric Power Research Institute (CEPRI), and China Telecom Corporation
Limited Network and Information Security Research Institute worked with Huawei to develop a security isolation
assessment solution for 5G power slices, laying a solid security foundation for 5G network construction in the electric
power industry.
2.China's largest 5G smart grid experimental network uses 5G SA networking, and includes 29 gNodeBs and two sets of
dedicated MECs for power grids. This ensures that the data of power grid services is transmitted within the power virtual
private network.
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3.Differential protection was deployed on distribution lines and a series of ﬁeld tests for faults were conducted. The
results show that the latency in communication between protected terminals is less than 8.5 ms and the differential
protection determining logic is highly accurate. The results also show that 5G networks effectively improve the communication of differential protection of the distribution grid, with the performance meeting the differential protection
requirements.
4.The situation awareness system was launched to implement high-frequency collection and real-time recording of
monitoring information about power supply devices in the main venue during the Qingdao Multinationals Summit,
greatly improving the power supply assurance level.
5.In the Jinjialing demonstration area, 5G-based transmission line channel visualization was piloted, implementing UHD
video backhaul in real time as well as the actual application of 5G ﬂexible slicing in SA networking.

3.3 5G Smart Grid Use Case of State Grid and China Unicom Zhumadian Branch
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Figure 3-3 Qinghai-Henan UHV substation EEC demonstration project in Zhumadian

One of China's key projects, the Qinghai-Henan ±800 kV ultra-high voltage (UHV) direct current (DC) power transmission project is the world's ﬁrst UHV project built speciﬁcally for PV power generation and renewable energy transmission. It will effectively promote the use of renewable energy in the western region and has great signiﬁcance for poverty
alleviation, "Go West" campaign, and the improvement of economic construction in Tibetan areas. To enhance the
intelligent operation and management level of the project, China's ﬁrst "5G+Edge Computing" full-sensing intelligent
substation has been constructed. The test items and results are as follows:
1.5G-based power service applications such as video surveillance, security control, and production management have
been deployed in the UHV substation. The main applications deployed based on the MEC platform of China Unicom
include 5G intelligent inspection robots, 5G eagle eye, drone inspection, dynamic digital video recorders, handheld
individual soldier terminals, AR-enhanced maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO), and 5G VR. The MEC platform is
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interconnected with the electric power private network to explore cloud-edge synergetic applications of the State Grid
private cloud and substation edge cloud.
2.5G and MEC were deployed in the UHV substation to build secure, reliable, and low-latency virtual private networks as
well as local service processing capabilities. This provides the optimal network support and service data distribution for
the preceding applications. Speciﬁcally, some data of services is forwarded to the central control room of the substation
to implement local visualization of substation services on the monitoring screen, improving all-round perception and
intelligence level. Some service data is forwarded to the Henan provincial center to provide cutting-edge technical
support for remote monitoring of the substation running status, as well as allocating and dispatching resources in real
time. In terms of services, remote collaboration of multiple applications, such as AR-assisted overhaul and maintenance
as well as individual command, effectively improves the efficiency and quality of substation repair and maintenance.
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Summary and Prospects

Summary and Prospects
When bits meet watts, that is, when the 5G network is integrated into the electric power industry, it provides ubiquitous, ﬂexible, low-cost, and high-quality technologies for electric power terminal access networks. It also provides more
powerful basic capabilities to build more secure, reliable, green, and efficient smart grids. 5GDN not only greatly
reduces the average outage time, but also effectively improves the reliability and management efficiency of power
supply. It also signiﬁcantly enhances and expands power grid application scenarios, reduces costs and improves efficiency, and facilitates power grids' transformation to a comprehensive energy service provider to provide better and more
comprehensive power services to people.
Since 2017, 5GDNA energy Internet group members and relevant companies have collectively conducted a large
number of tests on the feasibility of 5GDN-enabled smart grids, and have made the following two achievements.
1.International standard promotion: China Telecom took the lead and worked with 28 organizations, including European carriers and government agencies, such as CSG, State Grid, China Mobile, China Telecom, Huawei, and Vodafone, to
successfully launch the 5G smart grid requirement framework in 3GPP R18. It was the ﬁrst time a systematic standard
platform was built for 5G applications in the electric power industry. The project's success depends on PoC showcase
projects of CSG and State Grid in 5GDNA. The practices in China promote the formulation of international standards,
which contributes to the business success of China's 5G smart grid projects.
2.Industry organization collaboration: 5G smart grid application cases of CSG and State Grid have been included in "5G
Use Cases for Verticals China 2020" and "Powered by SA Use Cases", as well as global PoC cases of 5G SA network
slicing in GSMA. Those cases, selected as China's excellent 5G B2B practice cases, have been shared with many industry
organizations, such as Networld2020 in Europe, 5GO.PT in Portugal, 5G Slicing Association (5GSA), and Global Industry
Organization (GIO), greatly facilitating the global promotion of 5G+Smart Grid.
However, we understand that in order to achieve the ultimate goal of large-scale commercial use of 5G+Smart Grid, we
need to comprehensively improve in terms of technology, business, and ecosystem policies to bridge the industry
breakpoints. In the next phase, the 5GDNA energy Internet group will focus on conducting the following research to
prepare for the commercial use of 5GDN-enabled and power grid dedicated 5G virtual private networks:
1.Research on the Network Construction Mode of 5GDN-Enabled Smart Grids
2.Research on the Business Model of 5GDN-Enabled Smart Grids
To implement the use of one network to meet the requirements of thousands of tenants and enable various industries,
5GDN will become an important infrastructure for the digital transformation and upgrade of thousands of industries,
including the electric power industry. 5GDN, with new-generation information technologies, such as cloud computing
and artiﬁcial intelligence, will solidify as the foundation for a digital and intelligent society, achieving the vision and
blueprint of 5G—Transforming Society.
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Annex: 5G+Smart Grid Typical Use Cases
Segment

Power
Generation

Transmission

5G+Smart Grid Use Cases
Integrated Application of Micro-Energy Grid (Photovoltaic Monitoring)
Integrated Application of Micro-Energy Grid (Breezy Power Generation)
Integrated Application of Micro-Energy Grid (Photothermal Energy Supply)
Small Hydroelectric Power Station Access
Intelligent Power Station Production System
Intelligent Power Station Management Monitoring System
Intelligent Power Station Time-Space Positioning and Visual Operation
Online Monitoring and Video Monitoring of Transmission Line Status
Tunnel Inspection and Fire Fighting Robot
Status Monitoring of Tunnel
Amphibious Electriﬁed Operational Robot
Uav Inspection of Transmission Line
Monitoring and Early Warning of Debris Flow and Other Geological Hazards Along the Transmission Line
Monitoring and Early Warning of Wildﬁres Along the Transmission Line
Monitoring and Early Warning of Icing Along the Transmission Line

Substation

Online Monitoring of Substation Equipment
Intelligent Video and Environmental Monitoring in Transformer Substation
Inspection Robot in Transformer Substation
Operational Robot in Transformer Substation
Intelligent Safety Equipment Management and Wearable Operation
Energy Quality Monitoring
Voltage Quality Monitoring
One-Key Sequential Control
Inspection Uav in Transformer Substation
Status Monitoring of Substation Equipment in Converter Station (Intelligent Sensor)

Distribution

Distribution Automation (Remote Measure, Remote Communication and Telecontrol)
Distribution Network Protection and Control (Distribution Network Differential Protection)
Intelligent Switch Room
Intelligent Distribution Region
Intelligent Pipe Rack
Electriﬁed Operational Robot in Distribution Network
Synchronized Phasor Measurement in Distribution Network
Micro Sensing Control Transducer in Distribution Network

Power
Consumption

Integrate

Measurement Automation
Electric Vehicle Charge and Discharge Optimization Control
Wisdom Lamp Post
Intelligent Power Consumption of Low-Voltage User
Intelligent Power Consumption in Industrial and Commercial Zones
Intelligent Power Consumption in Commercial Buildings
Demand-Side Response of Power Load
Distributed Energy-Storage (Bedrock Energy)
Distributed Energy-Storage (Electrical Energy-Storage)
Distributed Energy-Storage (Solid Oxide Energy-Storage)
Distributed Energy-Storage (Distributed Region Energy-Storage)
Distributed Energy-Storage (Large Chemical Energy-Storage)
Grid-Load Interactive System
Emergency Maintenance and Power Supply Guarantee (Satellite Communication + Uav, 5G Cluster Communication)
Wisdom Site
Management of Office Property and Intelligent Building (Zone)
Intelligent Vehicle Management
Cloud Desktop
Intelligent Quality Control
Intelligent Warehouse
Emergency Applications for Communication Channel in Transformer Substation

